How accurately can the diffusion profiles indicate multiple fiber orientations? A study on general fiber crossings in diffusion MRI.
The q-space imaging techniques and high angular resolution diffusion (HARD) imaging have shown promise to identify intravoxel multiple fibers. The measured orientation distribution function (ODF) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) profiles can be used to identify the orientations of the actual intravoxel fibers. The present study aims to examine the accuracy of these profile-based orientation methods by comparing the angular deviations between the estimated local maxima of the profiles and the real fiber orientation for a fiber crossing simulated with various intersection angles under different b values in diffusion-weighted MRI experiments. Both noisy and noise-free environments were investigated. The diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), q-ball imaging (QBI), and HARD techniques were used to generate ODF and ADC profiles. To provide a better comparison between ODF and ADC techniques, the phase-corrected angular deviations were also presented for the ADC method based on a circular spectrum mapping method. The results indicate that systematic angular deviations exist between the actual fiber orientations and the corresponding local maxima of either the ADC or ODF profiles. All methods are apt to underestimation of acute intersection and overestimation of obtuse intersection angle. For a typical slow-exchange fiber crossing, the ODF methods have a non-deviation zone around the 90 degrees intersection. Before the phase-correction, the deviation of ADC profiles approaches a peak at the 90 degrees intersection, while after the correction the ADC deviations are significantly reduced. When the b factor is larger than 1000 s/mm2, the ODF methods have smaller angular deviations than the ADC methods for the intersections close to 90 degrees . QBI method demonstrates a slight yet consistent advantage over the DSI method under the same conditions. In the noisy environment, the mean value of the deviation angles shows a high consistency with the corresponding deviation in the nose-free condition.